
Name:                                    Vision: 1                       Lesson: 1 

 

Vocabulary: 

A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. One is extra.(2.5) 

 

 care – instead – destroy – died out – natural – around   

 

1. I know. I heard ----------------------70 of Iranian cheethas are alive. 

2. We are going to teach people how to take more ----------------------of endangered animals. 

3. The Persian lion -------------------- about 75 years ago. 

4. Tooran is the -------------------------home of the Persian zebra. 

5. We went on a picnic---------------------of staying at home.  

 

B: Fill in the blanks with the words given. One is extra.(2) 

1. a few:     A) the time after now 

2. human:    B) a small number of things or people 

3. future:    C) in place of someone or something else 

4. natural:    D) the small pieces of matter that circle around a planet  

     E) a person 

 

C: Circle the nouns below. (1) 

1. open  blood  protect  wash   green 

2. listen  like  lake  clean  destroy 

 

E: Match column A with column B. One is extra.(1) 

1.Pay   A) zebra 

2.Persian  B) trees 

3. cut down  C) size 

4. places  D) attention 

   E) for living 

 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/small
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/piece
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/matter
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/circle
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/planet


Name:                                    Vision: 1                       Lesson: 1 

Grammar: 

A: Look at the pictures and answer the questions.(2) 

 

1. A: What are you going to do? 

     B: ------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

2.A: Will they travel by express train? 

   B: ------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

B: Unscramble the following sentences.(1) 

1.  beautiful   /  is  / live / for  /  this  / there   / animal  / to  / hope /. 

1. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

 

2.     protecting /  are   /  nature   /  in   /   students   / interested. 

1. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

C: Read the passage and answer the questions. (1.5) 

Many years ago fishermen in Japan used birds to catch fish. This art of fishing 

is around one thousand years old. But today, fishing like this has become a sport. At 

night they sail their boats with three or four birds in one hand. They tie a piece of 

string tightly around the neck of each bird. This way they can’t take up the fish they 

catch. When played as a sport, fishermen take up the fish they catch. The more fish 

your birds catch, you’ll be the winner. 

1. In Japan, some people catch fish with birds----------------. 

1) as a kind of sport     2) to give food to the birds  

3) during the day      4) to practice art 

2. They will win the game if-------------. 

1) Their boat is faster than others   2) they catch more dead fish 

3) their birds catch more fish    4) their birds eat more fish  

3. They tie a string around the neck of each bird to-----------. 

1) help it catch fish      2) keep the birds tightly close  

3) let the fish not go down its throat   4) encourage it to catch fish 


